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SCATTERING OF SURFACE ELASTIC WAVES BY 
SURFACE IRREGULARITIES*
ANDRZEJ DUKATA and JERZY KAPELEW SKI 
Institute of Technical Physics, S. Kaliski st., Warsaw, Poland
A b s t r a c t . The paper deals with the scattering of elastic surface waves (ESW) on rough solid surfaces. 
The surface profile is modelled by a random field o f two-dimensional isotropy. The treatment is based 
on the Green function method. The results involve closed form expressions describing the frequency 
power spectrum of displacement distribution along the surface plane.
The continuing development of surface elastic wave devices technology, with 
growing role of the high frequency region, stimulates the need for a more 
comprehensive study of the effect of various surface and near-surface 
inhomogeneities on the propagation characteristics of such waves. Although this 
topic has been treated for a long time (see, e.g., [ 1-6 ]), the existing solutions 
essentially concern very simplified model schemes, basing predominantly on 
^perturbation techniques. Their validity region is additionally limited by the 
-„currently made assumption of both mechanical and electrical isotropy of the 
• substrate. In this paper we use a method based on the Green function technique 
V > combined with a  well known approach [7] which resides in replacing a rough 
' '' surface by an ideal one with a randomly distributed stress tensor. This enables us 
to find consistent closed form expressions for both the scattered field and the 
frequency power spectrum.
Essentially the method can be regarded as a quite general one. For brevity, 
however, we restrict our considerations to the case of substrate exhibiting 
isotropy of its mechanical properties along the surface plane. This is exemplified 
by hexagonal symmetry crystals with (001) surfaces [8], which are known to be 
typical anisotropic materials.
‘ This paper was supported by Project CPBP 01.08.
1. FORM ULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us consider the elastic semispace
{(x,, x 2, x3; -o o  < x t , x 2< +C0 , x3> f ( x 1( x 2)} (1.1)
limited by the surface x 3 =  ^(x1> x2).
We assume that:
1) the elastic semispace is isotropic in the transverse direction, is homogeneous 
with density g, and has elastic tensor constants in Voigt notation equal to 
С ц , c 12, c 13, c 33, c 4 4 ,
2) the surface of the medium is free of stresses, meaning that Tm - T n, = 0 for
=  £(•*!, x z);
3) the actual surface profile is described by a random field ij(x1,x 2) with mean 
value of x2) =  0 and the known correlation function K t(r, r');
r = (x 1, x 2), t'= (x[ ,x ï).
In our final calculations we shall assume the particular form of the correlation 
function given by eq. (5.5).
For the random field £(xlf x2; y) we assume that:
a) £(xj, x 2; y) is the real random field, continuous and differentiable in the 
mean-square sense;
b) the curvature of almost all the realizations of the random field <J(x1, x 2; y) is 
sufficiently small, and the “amplitude” A of unevenness (for almost all the 
realizations) is small compared to the Rayleigh wave length 1R considered. 
More precisely, we assume the events
< U , < U ,
f t
dx23xj
to occur with probability equal to unity.
For the plane boundary of the elastic semispace x3 =  0 isotropic in the 
transverse direction, the generalized Rayleigh wave propagating in the direction 
x x has the following displacements components:
u°, =(U, exp( —ot1 x3) +  U2exp( — a2x3))exp(ikRx l — iwt)
(1.3)
u^=0'c5i Ui e x p ( -a 1x 3) +  i<52 [/2e x p ( -a 2x3))exp(ifcRx 1-ia>t)
The meaning of the individual quantities is explained in the Appendix. The 
boundary conditions mean the vanishing of the stresses at the surface
T3i =  0 for x 3 =  0; i = l ,3 .  (1.4)
For the rough surface we use reduction to the inhomogeneous conditions at the 
mean surface x 3 =  0. The form of the stresses will be found in the next section 
(eqs. (2.1) and (2.3)). These small random stresses are responsible for the scattering 
of the generalized Rayleigh wave.
In our case, the equation for the scattered waves has the following form (see,
where Gim is the Green function for the elastic semispace.
Introducing the random vector field of displacements um(xi , x 2) and the 
random vector field of stresses ti(xl , x 2) at the surface x 3 =  0, we can 
(i,m=  1, 2, 3) rewrite eq. (1.5) as:
where the asterisk (*) means the operation of two-dimensional convolution.
Our aim is to find the statistical characteristics of the random field um(r), 
which are connected by eq. (1.6) with the field f,(r). The latter field is determined 
by the random field describing the surface profile in a way which will be 
considered in the next section.
According to the correlative theory, for solving the problem it is sufficient to 
find the mean value and the correlaction tensor of the random vector field um(r). 
The equivalent characteristic in the form of frequency power spectrum of the 
field to find, is the two-dimensional transform of the correlation tensor.
Sobczyk [7] has proposed the stochastic free surface ^ ( x t , x 2) (i.e., with 
vanishing stresses) to be replaced by the equivalent surface x3 =  0 with the stresses 
r3J(0) ( j=  1, 2, 3). In a first approximation they have the following form:
where the quantities in brackets are the stress amplitudes to be induced here by 
a generalized Rayleigh plane wave. For the transversally isotropic elastic 
semispace, within Voigt’s notation, the relations under consideration can be 
expressed in the following form:
e.g., [ 8] eq. (3.6)):
+ 00
«m(r. x 3)=  { Ti3(r', x 3=0)Gim( r - r ' ,  x 3, x 3=0)dr' (1.5)
«m(*i. x 2) = ti(xl , x 2) * Gim{xl , x 2) ( 1.6)
2. EQUIVALENT STRESS DISTRIBUTION
(2.1)
Г32(0) = - ( Г
^ 1 1  —  C 1 1  U l ' l  + C 1 2  U 2 '2  +  C 1 3  U 3 '3
T'22 — cl2 ul .l + c li u2.2 + cl3 u3.31 3  u 3 '3
5T31
f a  — C44(ul'33 +  u3'13) (2.2)
5^33
~  C13U1'13 +  C13U2'23 +  C33U3'33
Our further discussion will be performed for the T22 stress com ponent.
Let us consider the generalized Rayleigh plane wave propagating in the 
direction x v  Its displacements com ponents are expressed by eq. (1.3). Om itting 
the exp ( — iwt) term, we then obtain
^22 =  C12Ul ' l + C13U3,3 n  i  \(2.3a)
( T 22)x3= o~ iexp(f/cR )[Ul(cl2 kK — c13 atj 51) +  U2(cl2 kK—c13 a2 й2)]
For isotropy c13 =  c12, and U2 = - U l 2ctl a2/(a2 +  k 2) = -  Ut (a2 +  kl)/(2k%),
01 =  a.j/feR and S2 =  kR/a2, then
(7’§2)x3=o =  «exp(ifcRx 1) c 12 l/x( f c | - a 2)/fcR (2.4)
or, equivalently, introducing the Lame constants Л =  с 12, f i = c ĄA and the 
amplitude of the dilatation potential A  according to the relation [/x =  — A k R (see 
Rymarz and Kaliski [9 ], p. 549), we obtain the relation differing in the imaginary 
factor only from the one given in [7]: (T°22)Xj=0=  - i a 2A  e x p ^ x j ,  where 
ot2=gco2/(X + 2fi). This difference results from the manner o f representation of 
the Rayleigh wave in displacements (cf. eq. (1.3) with the results o f [9]).
Proceeding in a similar way the remaining quantities can be found. For the 
transverse isotropy they are as follows:
(7’?i)x3 = o =  »exp07£Rx 1)[ ï7 1(c11/cR- c 13a 1 51)
+  ^г(с и  kR — c i3 a 2 ^2)] (2.3b)
Ô T  \
à ÿ ) x  = 0=exp (,/Cr Xl) +  kR
+  L/2(o^ +  /cRa2 <52)] (2.3c)
/ dT3, \
^ J  СЦ(сЗЗа 1 ^1 —C13 ^Ra l)
+  ^г(сзз a 2 ^2 — c i3 ^r агЛ (2.3d) 
N ow  let us introduce as follows the random field corresponding to the
stresses at the surface:
t3(r) =  - iT 3£ (r) exp (ikK x j  (2.5c)
where £(г) is the random field for the known parameters describing the 
properties of the rough surface, and the values IJ, Tÿ (i =  1, 2, 3) are equal to:
Ту = C4 4 [  Щ а\ + kKu18l)+ U2(ol\ +  kR ot2 <52)] (2.6a)
T1'= [ /1(c11 JcR - c 13ai <5X) +  l/2(cu  kK- c 13cc2 52) (2.6b)
T2=Ul(c12kR—c13oci ö1)+U2(c12ktl — c13a2<52) (2.6c)
T3 =  ü i(C33 a? <5X - c 13 fcR ax) +  U2(c33 acj S2- c 13kR a2) (2.6d)
3. RELATION BETW EEN THE STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF  
THE DISPLACEM ENTS AN D  STRESSES
The vector of the expectation value m„_(r) will be found by taking the 
expectation value of the expressions at both sides of the equation (see eq. (1.6)):
«т(г)= J fi(a)Gim{ r -q )d q  (3.1)
— 00
then
w«„= 1 ”bl(Q)GtJ r - a ) d a = m tl(r )* G ,J r )  (3.2)
“  00
Hence mu_(r) is the response of the system to mtl(r).
To calculate the correlation tensor K,...(r,r'), the two sides of eq. (3.1) are 
multiplied by и^(г')
“m (ü)=T  ti(a)Gim(r-a)u:(r_')dą  (3.3)
— oo
with subsequent averaging to obtain
Rumu.{r,r’)=  J R,^(a,r ')Gim( r - q ) d q
-  00
= R ,A r ,r ' )* G im(r_) (3.4)
An identical procedure is applied to the product
и(г)и*п(г')=  T tt (r)t*(q)G%(r:,a)da  (3.5)
—  00
giving
R ,4 r ,r ' )=  j R,t[l,a)G*jn(rl,q)dq
— 00 ,
= Rtfl(r,r')*G%(r')  (3.6)
On insertion of (3.6) into (3.4) one obtains
R u A r .r ')= R ,^r ,r ')*G % (r ')*G im(r) (3.7)
It is easy to show that the following equation holds
Rumu.U.l')=Rt,l( r , $  * Gim(r)*G%(r') (3.8)
It is seen from the above considerations that to find the fundamental 
characteristics of the random field u j r ) ,  at first both the vector of the mean value 
and the correlation tensor of the random field tm(r) are needed.
4. RELATION BETWEEN THE POWER SPECTRA OF  
DISPLACEM ENTS AN D  STRESSES
The power spectrum of the random field um(r), which we denote by R u „ , is the 
Fourier transform of the correlation tensor given by eq. (3.8). To find it, we 
will use the relation connecting the convolution with the Fourier transformation 
(see, for example, [10], p. 58 eq. (1.109)):
+ 00 +00
Я F ( t ‘ 4)G (Ç> l ) c * P t i ( f r  + riyXidÇdri= Я /(и , v)g(x—u, y —v)dudv (4.1)
— oo — oo
In the latter expression the Fourier 2D transforms (denoted by capital letters) are 
connected with the originals (denoted by lower case letters) as follows:
+ 00
F (É. П) = Я Л х> у) exp ( -  i ({x +  tjy)] dx dy (4.2a)
-  oo
I +00
/(*- У )= Щ г  Я F (£- rç)exP [«■({*+w )] dç dr] (4.2b)
On the basis of (3.8) and (4.1), we obtain:
+ 00
Я,...(г,г')=ЯЯЯ»л(*1-м. x 2 ~ v> x l - u ' .  x±- V1)Gim(u, v)
— 00
X G*jn{u', v') du dv du'dv' (4.3)
If the random field t i  is homogeneous spatially, then
Я,,,/г(г')=К 1(, /£ -г )  (4.4)
and eq. (4.3) goes over into the following form:
I = Ru.u.it.Z ) =  Я Я ^м Д Х1 ~ Xl) —(H — (X2 ~ X2)~(V~ V')1
— 00
x G im (u • v) O') du dv du'dv' (4.5)
Let us introduce the new variables: r — r '= £  = (pl , p 2); ur = u — u'\ v = v —v’,
then
P2- v r)G J u ,v )G % (u -u r, v - v r)dudvdurdvr (4.6)
—  00
Using (4.1) and the symmetry of the Green function with respect to its arguments, 
we can write
I = JJjJ  Ri,tjtPi ~’ur> Pi  ^r) G-im{ki , k2) G k 2)
—  00
X exp [i(fcL ur + k 2 vr)durdvrdkl dk2 (4.7)
where the tilde stands for the 2D Fourier transform. Using (4.1) once again for 
the elimination of the integral over ur and vr and the Fourier representation 
of the Dirac delta 5(k — k') distribution, we obtain
K ) ö im(klt k 2)G*„(kl , k j s ^ - k n s i ^ - k ' j
—  oo
X (2n)2 exp [i (kl p t + k^ Pj)dk[ dk2 dkt dk2 (4.8)
By making use of the filtration properties of the Dirac delta, and performing the 
Fourier 2D transformation for both sides of eq. (4.8), we obtain the power 
spectrum as given by the relation:
R.m.,(ki- кг) =  - *2) G j i k i - k2) G*„(kl , k2) (4.9)
5. THE FU N D A M EN TA L STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF  
THE RANDO M  STRESS FIELD
From eq. (2.5) the following relations for the components of the vector of the 
mean value for the field (i=  1, 2, 3) result:
,y, =  rt mj(xt , x 2) - i T [ dm^ ’ X^ jexp(zfcRx 1) (5.1a)
.T dmt (xi , x2)1W^ = L~ 2 TXP( RXl) (51b)
»»«, =  [ - i T3 m{(xx, x 2)] exp (ifeR x j  (5. lc)
To illustrate the calculation of the correlation tensor of the random vector 
field f;, let us consider the element Rtl,2(r,r'). We than have
Г.т т .,  , « l T , T 9; ( d T O i
*,(r)«5(r )=  [.T, тг « < г , ) - ^ + г ,
X exp [ifcR(x i —xi)] (5.2)
and on averaging
^ ,.(r .r ')= [/T 1 T2RîiW i .(r,r')
+ Tl T2 R lil6xuliiex' (r, r') exp [_ikK(xl — */)] (5.3)
Using the properties of the correlation function (Bass and Fuks [1], p. 46), 
we can write:
dx^
x exp l ikR(xl - x [ f] (5.4)
where K ^ r .r ' )  is the correlation function of the random field £(r). In particular, 
we will assume that f(r) is the isotropic Gaussian field, of the mean value 
m,,(r) =  0 and the correlation function JC{(p) given by the following
(p) = K N{(p) = exp [ -  р2/(2ст2)] (5.5)
where J l a  has the meaning of the correlation radius of the rough surface, and 
A  is the value characterizing the roughnesses. For such a surface, after some 
manipulations we obtain:
R ,J r , r ' ) =  -  T[ T2P^  +iTt T2 J K*(p)exp(ikKp j  (5.6a)
Proceeding in the same way for remaining elements of the correlation tensor, we read
R , A r- r ' ) =
T l (p)exp(ifcR p j
K Nt (p)exp(ikRPl)
^ ( r . r ' H T i ^ e x p O ^ p J
Â.Afe.r,) =  [ - l ï r 3^  +  ir1 r ,Jx ï(p )exp (i*Rp1)
R‘3i,(?> г ) =  — Rtti,{i. г )
я ,л (г,г')= J^- Т2 ^ ^ ^ ( р )  expO’/cuPj)
R>,h(ï>Z')= - R h,,(r,r) 
where p =  (pl , p2).
(5.6b)
(5.6c)
(5.6d)
(5.6e)
(5.60
(5.6g)
(5.6h)
(5.6i)
Denoting by Rjj the matrix R,j=R,,il(r,r), U = l» 2, 3, from eq. (5.6) we find: 
T 2 + T '2/cj2 , 0 , i T3 
0 , T l /o 2 , 0
iTxr3 , 0 
It is easy to show that the Rtj matrix is Hermitian.
iJ 2na2
T 3 1 2
(5.7)
6. POW ER SPECTRUM  O F THE RANDO M  VECTOR FIELD f,
As can be seen from eq. (4.9), the power spectrum of the random field f, is given 
by the 2D Fourier transform of the correlation tensor R,itj( i , j=  1 ,2 ,3). 
Performing the transformation, we obtain the following elements of the tensor of 
the power spectrum R,itj:
where
RMl(fc)=£{T Î +  T1'2(/c1-feR)2} (6.1a)
R tih{ k )= E T \k \ (6.1b)
R hh(k) = E T 2 (6.1c)
R tih(k) = E {T l  T2(k1 - kR) k2 + T2 k2} (6.1d)
(6-le)
Rt,h(k) = iE {Г/ T3{kl — kR) + Tl T3} (6.1t)
R htl( k ) = - R , lt,(k) (6.1g)
Ri.t.ik) — iE T2 T3 k2 (6.1h)
R,sh( k ) = - R l2h(k) (6-li)
F - A c x
E “ -4 e x p  2 т г
(6.2)
and к stands for (k 1, k2).
1. POWER SPECTRUM  OF THE RANDOM  FIELD O F DISPLACEM ENTS  
FOR A TRANSVERSELY ISOTROPIC M EDIUM
The elements of the correlation tensor , k2) can be found in a simpler
way then directly from eq. (4.9) by making use of the isotropy of the medium 
in the plane parallel to the surface.
To see this let us subject the set of equations (4.9) to the operation of 
rotation by means of the matrix
S J ® =
s~J(k)=
- h
оh . 
K2 , 
0 .
, K2
. К  
0
- h
*1
0
(7.1a)
(7.1b)
where Jc^  — k j k ,  îc2 = k2/k. For brevity we use the following notations
Ûmn = R . A ki> k2) (7.2)
ty=SJfc)Ä ,A(fc)Sr/(fc) (7.3) 
As a result of the above transformation we obtain
Vmn= (2п)2Г,Д) 9im(k) g% (k) (7.4)
where
9 imW  = S j ( k ) G J k ) S ^ ( k )  (7.5 a)
9%(k) = Sja(k)G:b(k)S;nHk) (7.5b)
This subterfuge eliminates some of the elements of the Green function matrix, 
and the remaining ones are made dependent on the value of the vector k only. 
The non-zero elements of the reduced Green function matrix are as follows
[ 11>8]: 0 Ц, gl3, 022> 9з1> Ззз- _
Using eq. (7.3) for calculating the elements of the matrix ty we get
fu = ~ E  {k2 T \  + T'2{ k , ~ k R)2k\  +  k \  T \
+ 2kv fc2[Tl  T#i -  kR) k2 + Ti T2 fc2] } 
f~2 2 E {fe2 T \  +  Ti'2(fci -  kR)Zkl  + k \ k \ T \
+ 2kl k2i  T[ T2(kj - kR) k2 +  Tl T2 k 2] }
Гзз = E T \
h  1 =p  E {(k2 - k \ ) i  Tl T2(fei -  kR) k2 +  Ti T2 fc2]
+ k l k2[ T 2 k2- T 2- T l 2(k1- k R)2]}
J21 — 1^2
ri3 = i  j  £  {fci [Г / T3 (fci ~/cR) +  Ti T3] + k2(T2 T3 k2)}
(7.6a)
(7.6b)
(7.6c)
(7.6d)
(7-6e)
(7.6f)
T-* 
jf
*31— *13 (7 -6 g )
*~2 з =  4  £  { “  k2 С Ti T3( k i -  K )  +  T, TJ 4- fcx №  r3 fc2)} (7.6h)
£32=  -£23 (7-6i) 
From (7.5) we obtain
^11 = (2rc)2[* i i911 0*i +  *i30n 0*i +  f3i03i Sii +  *33 03i 0*i] (7.7а)
^ 2 2  = (2л )2?22 022  3*2 (7-7Ь)
^ з  =  (2я)2[*ц 0 i3 0*э +  *13  013 0*3 + *31 033  0*3 +  *33 033  0 з з ]  (7.7с)
^1 2  =  (2 л ) 2[*12  011 0*2 +  *32 031 0*2^ (7-7d)
^21 = (27Г)2[*21 02 2 0*1 +*23 022 031) (7-7е)
^13 =  (2 tc) 2[ * i  j gij х 3*3 +  *13 3110*3 +  *3103i 0*з +  *зз0з10*з1 (7-7f)
t/31 = (2я)2[*ц g 12 9*1 +  *13 0 i 3  0 * i +  *3 1 0 3 3  0*1 +  * з з 0 з з  0 * i l  (7-7g)
^23 =  (2Jt)2[*21 02 2 0*3 +  *23 022 0*з] (7-7Ь)
^32  =  (2 7C) 2[ * i2  0 i 3  0 * 2 +  *32 0 3 3  0 *2]  (7-7i)
To make more transparent the form of the above equations, we introduce 
the following notations: g t l = g t , 522 =  02- 0зз=0з> 0 i 3 =  *0s. 03i =  l0s* where 
the quantities g2. 03. 3s and gś are real numbers (cf. [8] expressions D .ll). 
Similarly
*11 =  *1> *12 =  *6> *13 =  ł *5
*21 =  *6> *22 =  *2> *23 =  , *4
* 3 1 = — 1*5, *32“  *'*4 » *33 =  *3
where tlt t2, t3, t4, £s and £6 are real numbers too.
In this notation eq. (7.7) reduces to:
l/i x =(2Ti)2[ t10? +  2fs 9l 0 ’+ £3 0Ś2] (7.8a)
C/22 =  (2tc)2*2 01 (7.8b)
[/33 =  (2tü)2[£1 g2 +  2r5 Зз gs + £3 0t] (7.8c)
^ 1 2  =  ( 2 ^ ) 2[*6  0 1 02  +  *4 05 0 2] (7-8d)
U2l = Ul2 (7-8e)
Ui3 = - i  (2tc)2[£1 3 i 05 + 15 9i 03 +  *5 0s 0Ś +  *3 03 0Ś] (7-8f)
u3i = ~ u u  (7.8g)
^23 =  -  « ( 2 л ) 2[ £ 6 02 05 +  *4 02 03] (7.8h)
^32=  — ^23 (7-8i)
It follows from this that the matrix of the power spectrum of the random 
displacement field is Hermitian. Physically, it has the meaning of the average 
density of the acoustic energy scattered into a unit interval of the wave 
vector k.
APPENDIX
G ENERALIZED RAYLEIGH WAVE FOR TRANSVERSELY  
ISOTROPIC M EDIUM
A transversely isotropic elastic semispace can be exemplified by any 
hexagonal medium with sixfold rotation axis in the x 3 direction, i.e., a medium 
belonging to one of the following crystallographic classes: 6, 5, 6/m, 6mm, Em2, 
62, 6/mm (the Herman-Maugin’s notation).
The generalized Rayleigh plane wave of wave vector kR, propagating in the 
xx direction has the displacements components given by eq. (1.3). Here, for 
simplicity of presentation, the wave vector kK will be replaced by k. The values ax 
and a2 describe the wave in the x 3 direction and are equal to the following [ 11, 12] :
a? =  j [ x + ( x 2- 4  y2)1'2] (A. la)
a2 =  -±[x —(x2 —4 y2)1/2] (A. lb)
where
and
x = y \ + y l - k 2- -‘-f -  c*— ; y 2= y \y l  (A.2a)
- 3 3  4 4
C 4 4  C 3 3
The values Ul and U2 describing the Rayleigh wave amplitude are 
proportional to each other:
Цг___gi _ ci3 к — c33
Ul ct2 + kö2 Cj3 /с c33 ö2 cc2  ^ ^
where
It is a complicated task to find the vector к being the root of the equation 
(see [ 11]):
D(w<w) =  0 (A.5)
where w2 = gco2/(k2c4.Ą). The quantity D(wco) is given by:
D(wcQ)=- g g  f / » " « a  f o w W  (A6)
w oc1 a 2 c13(c13 +  c44) \c 44. )
where
I e 1 1  u,2 \ \  33 4 4  /
V " 4 4  J  ( A - ? )
a; =  aJ/c for f = l ,  2 
Guillot [13] has found that the equation И^ =0 has the single solution wR 
in the interval [0,1), and if the system reduces to the isotropic one, the above 
equation is that for the Rayleigh surface wave.
The third-degree equation for u =  w£ has the form [14]:
“V ( / - 1 )+ u 2y [ _ y -y '-2 (0 0 '-1)] +  u(<5<5'- l)[2y —<5<5 —1)]+(5<5'-1)2 =  0 (A.8)
where cw /cu  =y, c44./c33 =  у', Сл 3/c t j =  and c13/c33 =  S'. For isotropic medium 
сзз =  ci i * ci 3 =  ci 2> c44 — (ci i ~  ci г)/2 a°d we obtain the well known equation [9] : 
y2(y — 1) [u2 —8m2 +  8u(3 —2^)— 16(1 — y)] = 0  (A.9)
CONCLUSIONS
The method enables the performing of a relatively exact analysis of ESW 
scattering from rough surfaces as modelled by a normal isotropic random field.
Given in closed form, the relations defining the power spectrum of the 
random field of displacements enable one, for a transversely isotropic media, to 
obtain the coefficients for each of the wave mode. Since they are highly 
complicated, the use of computers is necessary.
The results obtained can be applied with a good approximation for even 
moderately weak piezoelectric crystals, in spite of disregarding electric components.
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